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     Good Afternoon and Welcome – New and returning students, families, friends, 

and tutors – to the fall term of the Graduate Institute at St. John's College.  

 In particular, I’d like to welcome the students who are today becoming members  

of the Graduate Institute. As you may know, the seal of the college portrays seven books 

(representing the seven classical liberal arts) arranged in a circle around a set of scales. 

There is a motto in Latin that reads: “Facio Liberos ex liberis libris libraque.” Or, less 

alliteravely, in English, “I make free adults out of children by means of books and a 

balance.” In my last convocation address I talked some about the first half of this motto - 

“I make free adults out of children -” so I knew then I was setting myself the task of  

saying something about the second half . The first half proclaims the goal of St. John’s, 

or the program – to make free adults out of children. The second half gives us the 

means:  “by means of books and a balance.”   I take the motto to be saying that by 

means of learning we are made free.  

 Thus, the relationship between learning and freedom was already in the back of 

my mind as I read through Herodotus’ magnificent, sprawling Histories with my 

preceptorial this summer. Those of us who participated in a seminar on Plato’s Meno 

earlier today have just been reminded of how perplexing the subject of  leaning is. In 

that dialogue, Socrates compares it to the process of remembering something that one 



had once known but has forgotten, so that the remembered or learned thing once again 

becomes a part of the learner's conscious knowledge. In another dialogue,  Theatetus, 

learning is compared to having an object or idea make a stamp, an “im-pression,” on the 

wax of one's soul. In either case, and in any case I can think of, learning involves an 

interaction between a learner and a thing that was unknown, or at least forgotten. And 

the learner is changed by that interaction.   

 If we think of learning as an encounter with the unfamiliar in which the learner is 

changed, we can see the question of learning come into focus in an interesting way in 

the Histories. As many of you know, Herodotus announces the nature of his grand 

project in the first sentence of his work. He is writing, quote  “so that the great and 

wonderful deeds – some brought forth by the Hellenes, others by the barbarians, - not go 

unsung; as well as the causes that led them to make war on each other.” ( all quotes from 

Andrea Purvis' translation in the Landmark Herodotus.) It doesn’t seem obvious that 

learning would come into it. And yet one of the things one realizes early on in tackling 

Herodotus is that there is very little that DOESN’T come into it.  The reasons for the 

Persian Wars cannot be summed up simply, in a few lines about ambition for territory or 

(Herodotus disparagingly remarks at the beginning of the work) in a few stories about 

kidnapped women.  If we are to understand these wars, we must inquire about the very 

character of the peoples - of the Greeks and Barbarians- who were involved in the 

conflict.   The description of  the character of a people  of course includes the forms that 

political life takes, along with territorial aspiration and personal or national ambition – 



but language, mythology, dress, burial customs, religious ritual, local legend are all also 

involved.  And in describing these cultures to us, one of the issues to which Herodotus 

returns regularly is the response of the various cultures to novelty:  how does a culture 

react to the customs of others with whom it comes into contact? How likely is that 

culture to be changed by an experience of something new? If we accept for the moment 

the premise that, though it may not be all there is to learning, learning has something to 

do with being changed by taking in the new, then learning is for Herodotus a topic of 

recurring interest. And understanding something about a culture’s attitude to learning 

will tell us something deeply true about the character of a people.  

 

 It turns out that Herodotus sees a great deal of variation amongst cultures on this 

issue. On one extreme, some cultures are highly resistant to exterior influence. We see 

this particularly in the cultures of the Egyptians and Scythians, though for interestingly 

different reasons. On the other extreme are the Persians who, Herodotus tells us, adopt 

foreign customs avidly.  Somewhere between these  lie the Hellenes, to whom we will 

return later – following the method of Herodotus,  looking at the center more carefully 

after having delineated the boundaries.  

   

 So what sorts of peoples are most resistant to taking in the new? Herodotus spends 

the whole of book two telling us the about the culture of  the Egyptians, who “shun 

(practicing the customs) of everyone else in the world.” (153)  We can make some sense 



of this from what Herodotus tells us about them.  They are by their own reckoning a 

very ancient people.  As such, they have through many ages and dynasties been 

“settled.” Rather than expanding their empire, they invest their energies in erecting huge 

monuments of stone.  That is why this country “has more marvels and monuments that 

defy description than any other.” (133) Like all people according to Herodotus, they are 

in some way akin to their land – in this case  in character rather like the alluvial soil on 

which much of the country is built, the result of one layer laid down upon another, 

through centuries of slow accretion. The advanced age of their civilization seems like a 

metaphor for their resistance to change; they are too old, settled in place, and established 

in the traditions of millennia to be impressed by the achievements of others. In Plato’s 

dialogue Timeus, an Egyptian priest famously expresses this attitude to the visiting 

Solon:  “O Solon, Solon, you Greeks are always children: there is not such a thing as an 

old Greek."  

 If learning has something to do with being changed by the other, we can certainly 

how resistance to learning looks like a sort of freedom – that is, freedom from influence. 

This understanding of freedom is expressed most clearly in the culture of the a second 

people in the Histories, the Scythians-  who, according to Herodotus,  “avoid foreign 

customs at all costs.” (311)   Yet their culture is remarkably different from that of the 

Egyptians. Rather than thinking of themselves as one of the oldest peoples of the world, 

they explicitly claim to be the youngest. As opposed to the Egyptians, who have more 

grand and amazing monuments than anyone else in the world, the Scythians build no 



monuments, permanent buildings, or even fixed settlements, at all. As Herodotus 

describes them: “Instead of establishing homes or walls, they are all mounted archers 

who carry their homes with them and derive their substance not from cultivated fields 

but from their herds.” (301)  How then might we understand the Scythian resistance to 

being influenced by anything that comes from the outside?  Compared to the Egyptians, 

set in place, with lists of kings and priests reaching back through time and surrounded by 

stone monuments of their own lengthy past, the Scythians would seem to have little 

sense of a past at all. They are constantly moving across an undifferentiated landscape of 

windswept, grassy plains.  The preeminent fact about them is that they are impossible to 

conquer. For, quote, “Since they make their homes on carts how could they not be 

invincible or impossible even to engage in battle?”  As the resistance of great age to 

change provides a metaphor for the resistance of the Egyptians to influence, so the 

restlessness of youth may give us a way to think about the Scythians. They have made 

what Herodotus calls one “great discovery.”  To quote further,  “They have discovered 

how to prevent any attacker from escaping them and how to make it impossible for 

anyone to overtake them against their will.” (301) The entire way of life of the Scythians 

is an attempt to preserve a sort of freedom. And they are free – at least in the sense that 

they remain uninfluenced and unconquered, eluding even the forces of Darius. But the 

Scythians’  great discovery comes at a great price. Their lives are harsh; they have few 

records, do not cultivate the arts, and Scythians who experiment with foreign customs 

are killed on the spot.  



 

     On the other end of the spectrum from the Egyptians, who are too stiff to be in-

pressed, and the Scythians, who won’t sit still long enough, are the Persians. If learning 

is simply taking in and being changed by the other, the Persians are voracious learners 

indeed. To quote Herodotus: “Of all men, the Persians especially tend to adopt foreign 

customs.” They particularly “inquire into the enjoyments of pleasure seekers in every 

nation.”  (73)   Peoples absorbed in the Persian empire are not compelled to change their 

language, dress, or other customs – and the Persians adopt whatever foreign customs 

they find pleasing.   

 

As we could see how the resistance to any influence might be understood as a sort 

of freedom, we can also see how the Persian embrace of novelty looks like freedom; 

Persians are free to dress and seek pleasures in the widest variety of ways.  Herodotus 

describes the army of Xerxes closing in upon the Greek peninsula as a wondrous 

procession comprising most of the peoples of the known world – Thracians in fox-skin 

caps and colorful cloaks, Ethiopians clad in leopard and lion skins with bows six feet 

long,  Assyrians with helmets of bronze, the Mochi with helmets of wood.   

 The description of so much variety begs the question, though:  how does a society 

that takes everything into itself remain ONE? The question comes clearly into focus in a 

conversation between the Persian Great King Xerxes and the deposed Spartan king 

Demaratus. Xerxes is unable to understand the Spartans, who fight as a unified body of 



free men sacrificing themselves willingly, compelled by a merely “inward” fear -  the 

fear of their own law. The only source of unity that can constrain the motley army of 

Xerxes to fight as one is a force from without. The unity they have, the only unity in 

which Xerxes truly believes, is the unity of men who are “compelled by the lash.”  

Omnivorous absorption of otherness has enabled Xerxes to send, by Herodotus' 

estimate, a force of 5,000,000 from Asia to Europe. But if anything, the stance of the 

Persians seems antithetical to freedom.  The parts of this monstrosity can only be held 

together by force, and every person in the Persian Empire is ultimately no more than a 

“slave” to the Great King.  If there is a kind of learning characteristic of people who are 

free, it must be more than the unquestioning acceptance of every novelty.  

 

Finally, we turn to the Greeks, not unexpectedly the heroes of Herodotus’ 

narrative, and of this talk.  It may seem odd to say THE Greeks, and indeed it is the sort 

of locution that we are wary of at St. John’s, for all sorts of good reasons. Yet despite 

the fact that the term embraces cultures as different as Athens and Sparta, in spite even 

of the fact that some Greek-speaking cities have Medized (gone over to the Persian 

side), Herodotus does speak of “the Greeks” - and his way of speaking helps to give the 

term meaning.  

On the issue of learning, Herodotus reports that the Greeks, unlike the Persians, 

are somewhat resistant to taking up foreign ways. But unlike the Egyptians and the 

Scythians, they do learn from others. Herodotus particularly emphasizes how much the 



Hellenes owe to Egypt. Some of what they have taken from the more ancient culture is 

practical; for example, they have learned to divide up the year in to 12 months, using the 

stars. Other influences bear directly upon their religious and cultural practices. “The 

Egyptians,” Herodotus tells us, “were the first to establish the tradition of identifying 

names for the 12 gods...the Hellenes adopted this practice from them. They were also the 

first to assign altars, statues, and temples to the gods and to carve their figures in relief 

on stone." (118)  The Greeks learn many things, and many different sorts of things, from 

other nations.  

Still, this seems is very different from the indiscriminate incorporation practiced 

by the Persians. In mathematics and astronomy, navigation and agriculture, the Greeks 

see an innovation, make a judgment about its truth or usefulness, and adopt what seems 

to them best. In questions of religion and culture, there is no wholesale taking on of the 

exotic. Even though the innovation of having named gods comes from the Egyptians, the 

gods in Greece do not look like Egyptian gods and are not given Egyptian names. 

Theogenies arise linking them to the new land and culture. Though they may have 

learned to make temples and altars, and to carve images of the gods, from the Egyptians, 

the Greeks do not make "Egyptian" altars, temples, or images. Everything they bring 

into the culture is made their own.  

Thus, although they have not maintained a primitive cultural purity such as that 

defended so ardently by the Scythians, they have also not lost a sense of themselves as a 

single and singular people. When the Athenians, refusing to go over to the Persians, 



make their moving speech at the end of book eight, despite the squabbles and 

differences over strategy that divide them, they proclaim their loyalty to, quote, “ the 

Greek people, with whom we are united in sharing the same kinship and language, with 

whom we have established shrines and conduct sacrifices to the gods together, and with 

whom we also share the same way of life." (662) They can even appeal to a common 

ideal of "freedom," which although it may look different in Athens and Sparta is 

recognizable by the citizens of each city as the principle for the sake of which they 

oppose the massive Persian force. And part of what Herodotus makes visible to us 

through his deep cultural descriptions is that it is their approach to allowing themselves 

to be changed, their approach in fact to learning, that makes this society of free citizens 

possible. The Greeks adopt a stance of freedom in learning, neither rejecting everything 

wholesale nor taking in everything indiscriminately. We see from them more clearly 

what real learning is - an active process, involving the thoughtful evaluation and  

incorporation of what they encounter, rather than a mere passive reception of 

impressions. This active learning is their own participation in choosing what sort of 

people they are and will become.  It is an essential aspect and expression of their 

freedom.  

 One last note – the approach to learning we’ve sketched here  is also 

characteristic of Herodotus himself.  The title of the work we call the Histories might 

better be translated as Inquiries. The word “history,” to the modern ear, suggests an 

objective and orderly set of facts about the past – perhaps something to be absorbed, but 



not an activity.  “Inquiry,” on the other hand, immediately suggests both an activity and 

an agent, an inquirer. Herodotus' inquiring intellect is a constant presence in the 

presentation of his Inquiries, interrupting  the flow of his narrative to present us with his 

own commentary and judgments. In his desire to learn and discern causes, he reports – 

but then accepts, rejects, and shapes the evidence he encounters into a work that is wide-

ranging and multifaceted but held together by an internal unity,  a work that is distinctly 

his own.  

I invite you now to join us as we undertake the project of learning together, 

encountering the new, and the new again, in our texts and conversations with one 

another; neither rejecting unthinkingly nor accepting indiscriminately but learning as 

free adults, actively shaping ourselves and our community.    THANK YOU.  

 

Before we disperse, let me announce that there are four Graduate Institute study 

groups taking place this fall: one on Milton's Paradise Lost; another on Kant's Critique 

of Pure Reason ;  another on the shorter works of Nietzsche and Schopenhauer;  and one 

on Proust’s  Swann’s Way.  Information about meeting times, places, and readings will 

be circulated in an email. Please join us for the refreshments that are waiting in the back 

of the Great Hall before proceeding to your tutorials, which will begin at 5:15. 

The 2015 fall term of the Graduate Institute is now in session. Convocatum est!  


